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Rap And Hip Hop Culture
What is Hip Hop? Hip hop speaks in a voice that is sometimes gruff, sometimes enraged,
sometimes despairing, sometimes hopeful. Hip hop is the voice of forgotten streets laying
claim to the high life of rims and timbs and threads and bling. Hip hop speaks in the muddled
language of would-be prophets--mocking the architects of the status quo and stumbling in the
dark toward a blurred vision of a world made right. What is hip hop? It's a cultural movement
with a traceable theological center. Daniel White Hodge follows the tracks of hip-hop theology
and offers a path from its center to the cross, where Jesus speaks truth.
An anthology of essays, editorials, and criticism--by Anna Quindlen, Nathan McCall, Sister
Souljah, Ice-T, and William Safire, among others--provides a provocative study of the diverse
forms and meaning of rap music and the culture that spawned it. Original.
Hip Hop is the way of life that's defining the world's youth today! What's the Hip Hop Truth for
the Art and Pulse of America? This cultural brilliance of sound presented a voice and unique
mind through the rough streets of America's largest conurbations going as far back as the
1920s. Sprung from the spirits of poverty, this inner city culture quickly uncovered an amazing
bunch of young fresh black American forces of nature eager to express their unique self street
accounts and contributed to a spirited new style of soul of black Americana across major cities
in the USA. Nowadays, Hip Hop has reached the doorsteps of Africa, Australia, Asia, Jamaica,
Canada and just about everywhere on the planet. To picture how far rap music has come, I
discuss the following: - Difference between Hip-Hop and Rap - The earliest influences which
birthed Hip Hop - Definition of Hip Hop culture - Role of Underground Rap Music - Cultural
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Theories around Hip Hop - Greatest Hip Hop moments - Catalog of Hip Hop Genres Worldwide Hip Hop movements - And much more... As this music legacy continues to expand
its sway, know for sure it's here to stay. The History of Hip Hop book series (Books 1 -3) gives
you the very insights of an indisputable force of urban lyricists and Djs guaranteeing to keep
producing incredible music talents and exciting new classics for ages to come. Hip Hop lives
on! No need to hesitate. Click Buy Now and get schooled in the legacy of the world's most
cultural evolution!
Hip Hop Africa explores a new generation of African performers and musicians who are not
only consumers of global music but also active participants in the worldwide culture of hip hop
and rap. Eric Charry and an international group of contributors look carefully at youth culture
and the background of this unprecedented musical movement. Covering Senegal, Mali, Côte
d'Ivoire, Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania, Malawi, and South Africa, this volume offers unique
perspectives on the influences, development, and presence of African hip hop on the global
music scene.
From its beginnings in hip hop culture, the dense rhythms and aggressive lyrics of rap music
have made it a provocative fixture on the American cultural landscape. In Black Noise: Rap
Music and Black Culture in Contemporary America, Tricia Rose, described by the New York
Times as a "hip hop theorist," takes a comprehensive look at the lyrics, music, cultures,
themes, and styles of this highly rhythmic, rhymed storytelling and grapples with the most
salient issues and debates that surround it. Assistant Professor of Africana Studies and History
at New York University, Tricia Rose sorts through rap's multiple voices by exploring its
underlying urban cultural politics, particularly the influential New York City rap scene, and
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discusses rap as a unique musical form in which traditional African-based oral traditions fuse
with cutting-edge music technologies. Next she takes up rap's racial politics, its sharp criticisms
of the police and the government, and the responses of those institutions. Finally, she explores
the complex sexual politics of rap, including questions of misogyny, sexual domination, and
female rappers' critiques of men. But these debates do not overshadow rappers' own words
and thoughts. Rose also closely examines the lyrics and videos for songs by artists such as
Public Enemy, KRS-One, Salt N' Pepa, MC Lyte, and L. L. Cool J. and draws on candid
interviews with Queen Latifah, music producer Eric "Vietnam" Sadler, dancer Crazy Legs, and
others to paint the full range of rap's political and aesthetic spectrum. In the end, Rose
observes, rap music remains a vibrant force with its own aesthetic, "a noisy and powerful
element of contemporary American popular culture which continues to draw a great deal of
attention to itself."
Hip Hop Slop takes a lot at the impact the hip hop culture has had on society and its youth.
An ethnographic study of Japanese hip-hop.
This is the first collection of essays to take a pan-European perspective in the study of hip-hop.
How has it traveled to Europe? How has it developed in the various cultural contexts? How
does it reference the American cultures of origin? The book's 21 authors and artists provide a
comprehensive overview of hip-hop cultures in Europe, from the fringes to the centers. They
address hip-hop in a variety of contexts, such as class, ethnicity, gender, history, pedagogy,
performance, and (post-) communism. (Series: Transnational and Transatlantic American
Studies - Vol. 13)

See You at the Crossroads: Hip Hop Scholarship at the Intersections Dialectical
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Harmony, Ethics, Aesthetics, and Panoply of Voices offers several essential
contributions to the field of Hip Hop studies. It presents several snapshots of innovative
work within (and at the intersections between) several intellectual fields of study. The
collection of essays reveal the dialectical harmony and solidarity with which Hip Hop
scholars, activists, and artists collectively mobilize, stand together, and collaboratively
sustain in hopes of realizing social justice and actualizing global liberation. Several
leading scholars in Hip Hop studies also provide insight to the aesthetic, the
affordances, the ethics, and panoply of voices in Hip Hop culture. Finally, through
empirical research, direct artistic engagement and critical pedagogical praxis, the
contributors demonstrate how Hip Hop Based Education (HHBE) catalyzes civic
engagement and democratic participation in schools through the use of democratic
aesthetic tools to galvanize social change.
This Book explores the History behind Rap and Hip-Hop in the Christian and NonChristian World. It describes how Hip-Hop has strongly influenced and shaped Global
Youth Culture and how it plays out in Post-Modernism. It importantly shows how
Christians are using it to communicate the Gospel in Missions and Evangelism.
A guide to rap and hip-hop music examines the origins of the musical form and
discusses influential performers as well as the best recordings available
Eleven essays analyze various aspects of hip-hop that are usually neglected, including
coverage of female and Latino contributions to both rap and hip-hop culture.
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Explores the history and social aspects of rap music and hip hop culture, which
emerged underground through African American artistic expressions in the 1970s.
Looks at linguistic, cultural and economic aspects of hip-hop in parallel using various
frameworks of analysis.
International scholars explore the hip hop scenes of Europe, Canada, Japan and
Australia. The thirteen essays that comprise Global Noise explore the hip hop scenes of
Europe, Anglophone and Francophone Canada, Japan and Australia within their social,
cultural and ethnic contexts. Countering the prevailing colonialist view that global hip
hop is an exotic and derivative outgrowth of an African-American-owned idiom subject
to assessment in terms of American norms and standards, Global Noise shows how
international hip hop scenes, like those in France and Australia, developed by first
adopting then adapting US models and establishing an increasing hybridity of local
linguistic and musical features. The essays reveal diasporic manifestations of
international hip hop that are rarely acknowledged in the growing commentary on the
genre in the US. In the voices of rappers from around the globe with divergent
backgrounds of race, nationality, class and gender, the authors find a consistent
rhetoric of opposition and resistance to institutional forms of repression and the
construction of a cohesive, historically-based subculture capable of accommodating
regional and national diversities. CONTRIBUTORS: Roger Chamberland, Ian Condry,
David Hesmondhalgh, Claire Levy, Ian Maxwell, Caspar Melville, Sarah Morelli, Mark
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Pennay, André J.M. Prévos, Ted Swedenburg, Jacqueline Urla and Mir Wermuth.
Seminar paper from the year 1999 in the subject American Studies - Culture and
Applied Geography, grade: 1,0 (A), Humboldt-University of Berlin (American Studies),
course: Transnational American Culture Studies, 22 entries in the bibliography,
language: English, abstract: 1. Introduction: In the following study the relationship and
interaction between “Hip Hop and the Media in the USA” will be discussed. The aim of
this paper is to put hip hop into a wider framework of media and culture. Hip hop has
triumphantly emerged from the underground to take its place in the mainstream of
popular culture. It is clear that the pervasive influence of hip hop extends to television,
film, advertising, fashion, the print media, and language itself. Although it has taken
almost twenty years to reach this level of mass exposure, the movement now stands as
a multimillion-dollar enterprise and a dominant cultural force that continues to grow. To
put it quite bluntly, hip hop cannot be considered as an independent entity on its own; it
has to be explained in a broader context – a creation out of a reaction with and against
existing conventions. Hip hop must be reinvented from moment to moment, centered
around the impossibility of closure – the moment it becomes identifiable, its modes
reducible, it dies – but hip hop’s ability is to reinvent itself continually. Hip hop is, as
Potter puts it, “a cultural recycling center, a social heterolect, a field of contest, even a
form of psychological warfare” (109). This paper tries to shed light on the following
questions: What is the media’s influence on the history and development of hip hop
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culture? How are the different rap categories treated by the media? Why is authenticity
especially appealing to a white audience and consequently to the major spending
power? In how far are violence, drugs and misogyny important for the development of
hip hop culture, how is the media coping with these issues? The latter question leads to
the next one: Why is rap, as a part of hip hop, the subject of a permanent call for
censorship? To answer this question some examples will be illustrated. [...]
Rap music was born in America in the early 1980s. Over the last decade it has not only grown
in popularity within the United States, with rap music soaring to the top of the music charts, but
it has also influenced other cultures around the world. Black, Blanc, Beur is about the
emergence and growing notoriety of rap music and hip-hop culture in the French-speaking
world (France, Quebec, and Western Africa). It provides an introduction to many forms of
expression of hip-hop cultures (rap music, hip-hop dance, and graffiti/tagging). Since its arrival
in France, rap music experienced immediate and ever-growing success, going from an
underground sound to becoming the second largest market in the world after the United
States. Just as American rap crossed borders, French rap influenced artists in the rest of the
Francophone world. In addition to a foreword by Adam Krims, a noted rap authority, this
volume has contributions by some of the most renowned hip-hop scholars on both sides of the
Atlantic and addresses hip-hop from the perspective of various disciplines: African studies,
anthropology, cultural studies, ethnology, French and Francophone studies, history, linguistics,
musicology, psychology, and sociology. Contributors discuss the history of French rap music
from its origin to the present, the various artists and their groups, stage performances of the
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rap groups in Paris, Marseilles, the art of graffiti, and the French public's perceptions of rap
music. Each chapter is equipped with a short bibliography. This is the first book on the subject
of French rap music and hip-hop culture in English. A wonderful resource for scholars and
students of African, French and pop culture, ethnomusicology, and for the general public
interested in rap music and the hip-hop culture.
Rap and Hip Hop CultureOxford University Press, USA
Hip-hop culture began in the early 1970s as the creative and activist expressions -- graffiti
writing, dee-jaying, break dancing, and rap music -- of black and Latino youth in the depressed
South Bronx, and the movement has since grown into a worldwide cultural phenomenon that
permeates almost every aspect of society, from speech to dress. But although hip-hop has
been assimilated and exploited in the mainstream, young black women who came of age
during the hip-hop era are still fighting for equality. In this provocative study, Gwendolyn D.
Pough explores the complex relationship between black women, hip-hop, and feminism.
Examining a wide range of genres, including rap music, novels, spoken word poetry, hip-hop
cinema, and hip-hop soul music, she traces the rhetoric of black women "bringing wreck."
Pough demonstrates how influential women rappers such as Queen Latifah, Missy Elliot, and
Lil' Kim are building on the legacy of earlier generations of women -- from Sojourner Truth to
sisters of the black power and civil rights movements -- to disrupt and break into the dominant
patriarchal public sphere. She discusses the ways in which today's young black women
struggle against the stereotypical language of the past ("castrating black mother," "mammy,"
"sapphire") and the present ("bitch," "ho," "chickenhead"), and shows how rap provides an
avenue to tell their own life stories, to construct their identities, and to dismantle historical and
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contemporary negative representations of black womanhood. Pough also looks at the ongoing
public dialogue between male and female rappers about love and relationships, explaining how
the denigrating rhetoric used by men has been appropriated by black women rappers as a
means to empowerment in their own lyrics. The author concludes with a discussion of the
pedagogical implications of rap music as well as of third wave and black feminism. This fresh
and thought-provoking perspective on the complexities of hip-hop urges young black women to
harness the energy, vitality, and activist roots of hip-hop culture and rap music to claim a public
voice for themselves and to "bring wreck" on sexism and misogyny in mainstream society.
From its humble beginnings in the Bronx to its transformation into a multibillion-dollar global
industry, hip hop has stirred constant and contentious debate. Avoiding the simple caricatures
that either celebrate or condemn this powerful movement, S. Craig Watkins produces one of
the most thorough accounts of hip hop yet. Hip Hop Matters delves deeply into the
phenomenal world that hip hop has created and comes up with a portrait that is as big, brave,
and vibrant as the movement itself. Readers see the brilliance and blemishes of hip hop's
entrepreneurial elite and also discover a thriving digital underground, hip-hop inspired
literature, young political activists, and the movement's own intelligentsia. Watkins punctuates
this meticulously researched book with revealing anecdotes and astute analysis of the
corporate takeover of hip hop, the culture's march into America's colleges and universities, and
the rampant misogyny threatening hip hop's progressive potential. He also offers revealing
portraits of some of hip hop's most intriguing personalities-Sylvia Robinson, Grandmaster
Flash, Chuck D, Jay-Z, Hype Williams, and Eminem-and influential brands-FUBU and Def
Jam. Ultimately, we see how the struggle for hip hop reverberates in a world bigger than hip
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hop: global media, racial and demographic change, the reinvention of the pop music industry,
urban politics, the moral and public health of young people, and their relentless desire to be
heard and respected. It is the spectacular convergence of these and other issues that makes
hip hop one of the more compelling stories of our time. Which people and what forces are
vying to control a movement that has become a lucrative pop culture industry as well as an
insurgent voice for the young and the disenfranchised? Watkins's incisive and timely book
decisively answers the question and shows why now, more than ever, hip hop matters. From
the Hardcover edition.
What did rap music and hip hop culture inherit from the spirituals, classic blues, ragtime,
classic jazz, and bebop? What did rap music and hip hop culture inherit from the Black
Women's Club Movement, New Negro Movement, Harlem Renaissance, Hipster Movement,
and Black Muslim Movement? In Hip Hop's Amnesia award-winning author, spoken-word artist,
and multi-instrumentalist Reiland Rabaka answers these questions by rescuing and reclaiming
the often-overlooked early twentieth century origins and evolution of rap music and hip hop
culture.
Rap and Hip Hop Culture traces the ideological, social, historical, and cultural influences on a
musical genre that first came to prominence in the mid-1970s in one of New York's toughest
neighborhoods, the South Bronx. Orejuela describes how the arts of DJing, MCing, breakin' [bboying], and graffiti developed as a way for this community's struggle to find its own voice. He
addresses rap's early successes on the pop charts; its spread to mainstream culture; the
growth of "gangsta rap" and mainstream society's reaction to it; and the commercial success of
rap music from the '90s through today. Throughout, this enlightening text highlights key
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performers, producers, and voices in the rap and hip hop movements, using their stories to
illuminate the underlying issues of racism, poverty, prejudice, and artistic freedom that are part
of rap and hip hop's ongoing legacy. Distinctive Features * Traces the roots of rap and hip hop
culture in African and African American history * Designed for an introductory course in rap and
hip hop for students with little or no background in music * Includes 17 detailed listening guides
covering key recordings in rap's history * Addresses the many controversies surrounding rap
music, including violence, sexism, and racial stereotyping * Includes chapter outlines and
goals, questions for further discussion and study, and key terms
Explore the roots of rap in this stunning, rhyming, triple-timing picture book! A generation
voicing stories, hopes, and fears founds a hip-hop nation. Say holler if you hear. The roots of
rap and the history of hip-hop have origins that precede DJ Kool Herc and Grandmaster Flash.
Kids will learn about how it evolved from folktales, spirituals, and poetry, to the showmanship
of James Brown, to the culture of graffiti art and break dancing that formed around the art form
and gave birth to the musical artists we know today. Written in lyrical rhythm by award-winning
author and poet Carole Boston Weatherford and complete with flowing, vibrant illustrations by
Frank Morrison, this book beautifully illustrates how hip-hop is a language spoken the whole
world 'round, it and features a foreward by Swizz Beatz, a Grammy Award winning American
hip-hop rapper, DJ, and record producer.
Examines the issues surrounding rap music and hip-hop in a cultural and sociological context.

Hip Hop and rap music are the target of ongoing criticism. Both are frequently accused
of being misogynous and glorifying violence, drug consumption and crime. In this book
Andreas Jakob attempts to paint a more differentiated picture of Hip Hop culture. In
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doing so, he touches upon diverse aspects of this multi-faceted phenomenon: Readers
learn about the commercial success of Hip Hop as well as about its origins in the New
York boroughs of Brooklyn and the Bronx in the 1970s. Jakob relates Hip Hop to wellknown concepts of Cultural Studies and discusses a handpicked selection of hip hop
lyrics which focus on topics other than crime or sex. Finally, related developments such
as Poetry Slam Culture, white Hip Hop as well as rap music from female artists are
introduced briefly.
Hip-hop culture has grown from its humble beginnings in the South Bronx section of
New York City into a significant and influential cultural movement. This volume
examines the rich history and promising future of this musical genre. Created in the
mid-1970s by poor Bronx residents with few resources, hip-hop has become a billiondollar industry whose reach now stretches around the world. Hip-hop has influenced the
way people make music, the way they dance, and the way they wear their clothes. It
has also shaped people's political views and turned many people into entrepreneurs.
Connecting classic rhythm & blues and rock & roll to the Civil Rights Movement, and
classic soul and funk to the Black Power Movement, The Hip Hop Movement critically
explores what each of these musics and movements contributed to rap, neo-soul, hip
hop culture, and the broader Hip Hop Movement.
Performing Identity/Performing Culture: Hip Hop as Text, Pedagogy, and Lived Practice
is the first book-length ethnography of young people and their uses of hip hop culture.
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Originally published in 2001, this second edition is newly revised, expanded, and
updated to reflect contemporary currents in hip hop culture and critical scholarship, as
well as the epochal social, cultural, and economic shifts of the last decade. Drawing
together historical work on hip hop and rap music as well as four years of research at a
local community center, Greg Dimitriadis argues here that contemporary youth are
fashioning notions of self and community outside of school in ways educators have
largely ignored. His studies are broad-ranging: how two teenagers constructed notions
of a Southern tradition through their use of Southern rap artists like Eightball & MJG
and Three 6 Mafia; how young people constructed notions of history through viewing
the film Panther, a film they connected to hip hop culture more broadly; and how young
people dealt with the life and death of hip hop icon Tupac Shakur, constructing
resurrection myths that still resonate and circulate today.
How has Hanguk (South Korean) hip hop developed over the last two decades as a
musical, cultural, and artistic entity? How is hip hop understood within historical,
sociocultural, and economic matrices of Korean society? How is hip hop represented in
Korean media and popular culture? This book utilizes ethnographic methods, including
fieldwork research and life timeline interviews with fifty-three influential hip hop artists,
in order to answer these questions. It explores the nuanced meaning of hip hop in
South Korea, outlining the local, global, and (trans)national flows of musical and cultural
exchanges. Throughout the chapters, Korean hip hop is examined through the notion of
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buran—personal and societal anxiety or uncertainty—and how it manifests in the
dimensions of space and place, economy, cultural production, and gender. Ultimately,
buran serves as a metaphoric state for Hanguk hip hop in that it continuously evolves
within the conditions of Korean society.
Responding to the development of a lively hip hop culture in Central and Eastern
European countries, this interdisciplinary study demonstrates how a universal model of
hip hop serves as a contextually situated platform of cultural exchange and becomes
locally inflected. After the Soviet Union fell, hip hop became popular in urban
environments in the region, but it has often been stigmatized as inauthentic, due to an
apparent lack of connection to African American historical roots and black identity.
Originally strongly influenced by aesthetics from the US, hip hop in Central and Eastern
Europe has gradually developed unique, local trajectories, a number of which are
showcased in this volume. On the one hand, hip hop functions as a marker of Western
cosmopolitanism and democratic ideology, but as the contributors show, it is also a
malleable genre that has been infused with so much local identity that it has lost most
of its previous associations with "the West" in the experiences of local musicians,
audiences, and producers. Contextualizing hip hop through the prism of local
experiences and regional musical expressions, these valuable case studies reveal the
broad spectrum of its impact on popular culture and youth identity in the post-Soviet
world.
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This book provides an enlightening, representative account of how rappers talk about
God in their lyrics—and why a sense of religion plays an intrinsic role within hip hop
culture. • A bibliography of cited sources on rap music and hip hop culture • An index
of key terms and artists • A discography of rap songs with religious themes
Hip Hop Headphones is a crash course in Hip Hop culture. Featuring definitions,
lectures, academic essays, and other scholarly discussions and resources, Hip Hop
Headphones documents the scholarship of Dr. James B. Peterson, founder of Hip Hop
Scholars-an organization devoted to developing the educational potential of Hip Hop.
Defining Hip Hop from multi-disciplinary perspectives that embrace the elemental forms
of Hip Hop Culture (b-boying, dj-ing, rapping, and graffiti art), Hip Hop Headphones is
the definitive guide to how Hip Hop culture can be used in the classroom to engage and
inspire students.
As hip-hop artists constantly struggle to keep it real, this fascinating study examines the
debates over the core codes of hip-hop authenticity--as it reflects and reacts to
problematic black images in popular culture--placing hip-hop in its proper cultural,
political, and social contexts.
Looks at hip-hop culture, from its beginnings to the present day, describing its influence
on people and popular culture in the United States.
Hip-hop culture has shaped many facets of popular culture, including the worlds of
music, politics, and business. The hip-hop movement began with New York City
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residents with few resources and has now turned into a billion-dollar worldwide industry.
Readers will learn about the four elements of hip-hop: rapping (MCing), disc jockeying
(DJing), graffiti art, and B-boying (break dancing). They'll learn how these foundational
components evolved to construct what hip-hop is recognized as today. A list of
essential hip-hop albums and annotated quotes from music critics and famous hip-hop
artists are also included in this all-encompassing look at the history of hip-hop.
Powered by a driving beat, clever lyrics, and assertive attitudes, rap music and hip hop
culture have engrossed American youth since the mid-1980s. Although the first rappers
were African Americans, rap and hip hop culture quickly spread to other ethnic groups
who have added their own cultural elements to the music. Chicano Rap offers the first
in-depth look at how Chicano/a youth have adopted and adapted rap music and hip hop
culture to express their views on gender and violence, as well as on how Chicano/a
youth fit into a globalizing world. Pancho McFarland examines over five hundred songs
and seventy rap artists from all the major Chicano rap regions—San Diego, San
Francisco and Northern California, Texas, and Chicago and the Midwest. He discusses
the cultural, political, historical, and economic contexts in which Chicano rap has
emerged and how these have shaped the violence and misogyny often expressed in
Chicano rap and hip hop. In particular, he argues that the misogyny and violence of
Chicano rap are direct outcomes of the "patriarchal dominance paradigm" that governs
human relations in the United States. McFarland also explains how globalization,
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economic restructuring, and the conservative shift in national politics have affected
Chicano/a youth and Chicano rap. He concludes with a look at how Xicana feminists,
some Chicano rappers, and other cultural workers are striving to reach Chicano/a youth
with a democratic, peaceful, empowering, and liberating message.
Offers a comprehensive guide to the history, development, people, events, and ideas of
rap music and hip hop music and culture.
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